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New dates for Harrogate 2017 

Harrogate international Nursery Fair has announced its show dates for next year as Tuesday 28th 

March to Thursday 30th March 2017, opening mid-week for the very first time. 

Adrian Sneyd, show organiser explains: “Times have changed and whilst the show historically always 

opened on a Sunday for independent retailers who generally closed for the day, Sunday is now a 

busy trading day. The overall consensus from 

everyone participating in the show is that mid-

week opening works best. We also talked to 

the organisers of Toy Fair who confirmed that 

a similar change in days boosted visitors 

numbers for their show. We were unable to 

announce this last week as we were awaiting 

confirmation from the Harrogate International 

Centre that they could accommodate this 

change.”  

The 2016 show closed its doors just before Easter on an event with a slightly different dimension to 

previous years, but equally productive for exhibitors and visitors involved. 

Adrian continues: “It was obvious to everyone that some of the larger brands chose not to exhibit 

this year, but rather than adversely affect the success of the show, it actually enhanced business for 

almost everyone participating. We had some fantastic brands such as BabyStyle, Peg Perego, Venicci, 

East Coast, Hauck and Bebecar to name just a few, and the majority of these reported an excellent 

show with independent retailers and multiple buyers choosing their products over the missing 

brands. 

“The show was definitely all about quality over quantity this year. We had all of the multiple retailers 

attending such as Mothercare, John Lewis, Kiddicare, ToysRUs, The White Company etc, as well as 

the majority of supermarket buyers. It was 

noticeable that some of these companies 

have consolidated their buying teams with 

less attending the show; however the 

orders placed with exhibitors remained 

high value and contributed significantly to 

successful outcomes for most exhibitors.”  

Over one third of exhibitors were brand 

new to the show in 2016 and this trend was 

also reflected in the visitors attending. 

There was a high percentage of brand new 

independent retailers at Harrogate this year, including many from the children’s clothing and gift 

sectors and again, this contributed to the successful outcome for exhibitors who report that they 

opened more new accounts in 2016 than in previous years.  
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Feedback from the independents who attended has also been excellent. They were delighted with 

the variety and quantity of brand new, never before seen products and also the abundance of 

special show offers.  

Helen Hickman of Bumpstart Baby Shop in Milton Keynes said: “I really enjoyed Harrogate this year 

and found that my two full days at the show were extremely constructive. I had great meetings with 

current suppliers, re-engaged with former suppliers and also found a couple of new suppliers who I 

am sure we will do well with. The atmosphere was as always very friendly and it was lovely to meet 

up with so many retailers that I am getting to know well. I truly think that the suppliers and retailers 

who did not attend missed out on a golden opportunity to showcase the many wonderful products 

and services available to the Nursery Industry.” 

Ian Davidson of Babyliscious based in 

Liverpool, who attends Harrogate every year, 

added: “The show this year had a lovely 

relaxed feel was easy to get around with no 

rushing from stand to stand or waiting for 

appointments. There were  loads of new items 

to see an plenty of pick up lines and gift ideas 

such as the MatchstickMonkey,  Little Saints 

Benbat Collection and Tidy Freaks car travel 

accessories to name a few. There were some 

great offers from many exhibitors and amazing 

new colourways. We spent over two days at the show and we still did not fit it all in properly. 

Anyone who attended for just a few hours must have missed an awful lot of amazing new products.” 

Harrogate definitely had a great buzz in the halls this year with camaraderie amongst exhibitors and 

visitors alike and excellent business and networking opportunities up for grabs for everyone who 

attended. The Nursery Fair team looks forward to welcoming everyone back to the show next year. 
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